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The Attraction Effect in Information Visualization
Evanthia Dimara, Anastasia Bezerianos, and Pierre Dragicevic
Abstract—The attraction effect is a well-studied cognitive bias in decision making research, where one’s choice between two alternatives is influenced by the presence of an irrelevant (dominated) third alternative. We examine whether this cognitive bias, so far only
tested with three alternatives and simple presentation formats such as numerical tables, text and pictures, also appears in visualizations. Since visualizations can be used to support decision making — e.g., when choosing a house to buy or an employee to hire —
a systematic bias could have important implications. In a first crowdsource experiment, we indeed partially replicated the attraction
effect with three alternatives presented as a numerical table, and observed similar effects when they were presented as a scatterplot.
In a second experiment, we investigated if the effect extends to larger sets of alternatives, where the number of alternatives is too
large for numerical tables to be practical. Our findings indicate that the bias persists for larger sets of alternatives presented as
scatterplots. We discuss implications for future research on how to further study and possibly alleviate the attraction effect.
Index Terms—Information visualization, decision-making, decoy effect, attraction effect, asymmetric dominance effect, cognitive bias.
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I NTRODUCTION

Suppose you are voting for primary elections and need to choose between candidates Bob and Alice (Table 1). Bob has a solid education
plan, but not much concern for crime control. In contrast, Alice’s
education plan is weak but she has an excellent strategy for crime
control. If both education and safety are important to you, this can
be a difficult choice. Now suppose there is a third candidate, Eve.
Like Alice, Eve focuses more on crime control than education, but
her crime control strategy is not as good as Alice’s. O’Curry and Pitts
[38] used a similar decision task in a study, and showed that adding
Eve as an option shifted participants’ preference towards Alice.
Table 1: Three hypothetical candidates in political elections
education
crime control

Bob
?????
??

Alice
??
?????

(Eve)
??
????

This shift in preference called the attraction effect (also known as
the decoy effect and the asymmetric dominance effect), is a cognitive bias whereby people tend to favor the option for which there
exists a similar, but slightly inferior, alternative. Like other cognitive
biases, the attraction effect leads to irrational decisions and has important implications in many areas such as politics and advertising.
Our goal in this article is to find out whether the attraction effect also
has implications for information visualization design. In our example, voters’ decision is influenced by the presence of Eve, which is
inferior in all respects and therefore irrelevant to the choice. If, in
the same way, if someone uses a visualization to choose among several options (e.g., when buying an apartment [55]), will the presence
of inferior choices affect their decision? In other words, does the attraction effect transfer to visualizations?
The current information visualization literature does not offer
much empirical data to help us answer this question. Although biases and misjudgments have been studied, the focus has been on
perceptual biases such as in color perception or magnitude estimation [53]. Cognitive biases differ from perceptual biases in that they
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persist even if the information has been correctly processed at a perceptual level. There is a growing interest in cognitive biases in information visualization, but studies have so far focused on probabilistic reasoning and judgment under uncertainty [34, 42].
While there has been little work studying the role of cognitive biases in information visualization, visualization systems are increasingly used to support decision making. Large companies switch to
visualization solutions to improve their human strategic decisions
for profitable drug trials [46], or use visualizations to choose which
features of a software they should release and when [3]. In addition,
many visualization tools previously introduced in research explicitly
or implicitly claim to help people make decisions such as choosing
a house to buy [55], finding a nursing home [57], selecting healthy
cereals [58], choosing a digital camera [16, 32], finding a profitable
investment [42, 13], or selecting a site for a new factory branch [2].
A visualization is generally considered effective if it helps people
extract accurate information [9, 59]. Nevertheless, we know from
decision making research that full access to information does not
necessarily yield good decisions [28]. Generally, the more complex
a decision, the more we resort to heuristics, i.e., “simple procedures
that help find adequate, though often imperfect, answers to difficult
questions” [28]. While heuristics can be very effective [18], they can
also lead to cognitive biases [28]. Therefore, in order to fully understand how information visualizations can support decision making,
we need to study how they interact with cognitive biases.
We focus on the attraction effect for two reasons. First, it is one of
the most studied cognitive biases in fields such as psychology, consumer research and behavioral economics. Second, these studies
generally employ very small sets of alternatives (typically three) and
numerical presentation formats, so it is still unknown whether the
bias generalizes to data visualizations. Although some visual representations have been considered, there is conflicting evidence and
a heated debate on whether the effect generalizes [17, 26, 48, 56].
Some argue that the effect occurs only in numerical stimuli [17], e.g.,
when attributes are presented in tables. Whereas others argue that
it is generic and robust, and can be observed in many contexts such
as visual judgments in shapes [52], oral instructions [44], or even
among animals when they choose their food [31]. This debate suggests that the attraction effect is far from being fully understood and
needs to be investigated from a variety of perspectives.
We study the attraction effect from an information visualization
perspective in two crowdsourcing experiments. In the first, we test
and verify that the attraction effect indeed persists when alternatives are presented in a scatterplot rather than in a numerical table. We then generalize the attraction effect procedure to more than
three alternatives, and verify that the effect can persist when participants are presented with more realistic scatterplot visualizations
involving about 20 data points. We finally discuss our findings and
conclude with implications for future research.
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BACKGROUND

We review work on decision-making and cognitive biases in information visualization, and on the attraction effect in other fields.

2.1 Information Visualization
Compared to numerical and textual formats, it is known that data
visualizations can highlight relationships in the data, facilitate the
recognition of patterns, and reduce cognitive load [9, 43, 50]. As they
aid data exploration and understanding, it is generally assumed that
data visualizations can support better decision making [2]. Based on
this intuition, several decision-support systems that rely on interactive data visualization have been developed [59].

2.1.1 Use of Visualizations in Decision Support
A range of interactive data visualization tools have been proposed to
help people make decisions. Sometimes decision making is simply
used to demonstrate a new visualization or interaction technique.
For example, HomeFinder [55] helps people find a house to buy
using scatterplot visualizations and dynamic queries. The Dust &
Magnet tool [58] is illustrated with a scenario for choosing cereals by
moving magnets that attract or repel cereals according to attributes
such as calories. Other tools target explicitly decision support. For
example, Asahi et al. [2] visualize hierarchical decision criteria using treemaps, augmented with interactions to make decisions such
as whether or not to construct a dam, file a patent, or choose a factory’s location. ValueCharts [5] let consumers choose a TV set or a
hotel by providing a set of domain-independent visualizations.
Domain-specific decision-support visualization systems have
also been proposed. For example Decision Map / Table & Box [57]
helps people find an appropriate nursing home by combining several coordinated views. Stratos [3] helps software project managers
select which features to include in each production stage, by simultaneously visualizing all possible software release plans. VisIDM
[13] helps people choose a financial investment through uncertainty
visualizations and support for personalized risk preferences.
Although most of these tools come from research, similar ones
are used in industry. For example, after losing millions of dollars in
late drug trial failures, a large pharmaceutical company decided to
use interactive visualizations to better track and facilitate decisions
of “cut or go” projects in their early stages [46].

2.1.2 Limitations of a Pure Informational Approach
Interactive data visualizations facilitate data exploration and sensemaking, making data accessible and promoting informed decisions.
Furthermore, the use of interactive systems, rather than automatic
analysis, leaves room for human judgment, which is crucial where
expert knowledge or subjective preferences cannot be fully formalized (e.g., importance of education vs. crime control). However,
most visualization tools for decision support appear designed under the assumption that decisions are made by rational people who
only need to be given complete information to be able to make good
decisions. And thus, that good decisions should be the natural outcome of reliable data conveyed with well-designed visualizations.
It is by now widely recognized that even perfectly informed people are not perfect decision makers [28]. The imperfections of
heuristics we routinely use manifest themselves as cognitive biases,
like the attraction effect. Cognitive biases are far from trivial to overcome: they occur even when all relative information is available and
well perceived, and they persist even when we inform or train people on how to overcome them [19]. Thus we need to investigate further if visualization designs are likely to suffer from cognitive biases,
and whether we could improve our designs to alleviate these biases.

2.1.3 Cognitive Biases and Visualizations
Information visualization has studied perceptual biases [53, 60], but
cognitive biases have comparatively received little attention.
Zuk and Carpendale [61] discuss cases where visualizations may
aid to remediate uncertainty biases. Researchers have studied how
visualizations, such as Euler diagrams and frequency grids, can reduce the base rate bias in probabilistic reasoning [34, 29]. FinVis

[42] is a tool that shows investment options using tables and visualizations to help investors overcome the uncertainty aversion and diversification bias. Miller et al. [35] used scatterplots and histograms
to help fantasy baseball experts overcome regression bias in their
predictions. Although many of these previous studies try to examine
how visualizations can help overcome cognitive biases, some studies found that visualization-based remediation can be challenging
[34, 30], or that cognitive biases can co-occur with visualizations.
For example, Zhang et al. [59] showed that startup companies presented with tabular visualizations were subject to conservatism and
loss aversion biases in their probability judgments. Some biases,
like the within-the-bar bias, only appear with visualizations [11].
Most of these previous studies focused on judgment under uncertainty. Although reasoning based on uncertain information is hard
and pervades our everyday lives, uncertainty is not the only cause of
irrationality in decision making. In the attraction effect, irrationality
stems instead from the fact that decisions are influenced by irrelevant information (the presence of a decoy). Our work is thus significantly different from previous work about reasoning under uncertain information.

2.2 The Attraction Effect
We next define the attraction effect and the terminology used in this
article. We present theories on why the effect exists, and discuss
recent studies investigating the effect on visual stimuli.

2.2.1 Terminology
A decision task involves choosing one among several alternatives
(i.e., Alice, Bob or Eve in our example). Alternatives are characterized by attributes (e.g. their support for education and crime control), which take values that are unambiguously ordered in terms of
preference (e.g. more crime control or education is better than less).
An alternative dominates another if it is strictly superior in one
attribute and superior or equal in all others. An alternative is dominated within a set of alternatives if there is at least one alternative
that dominates it. In our example Eve is dominated by Alice, because she is equal in education and worst in crime control. In this
decision task Eve would be formally a “wrong” answer.
An alternative is asymmetrically dominated within a set of alternatives if it is dominated by at least one alternative, but is not dominated by at least one other [25]. Eve is asymmetrically dominated
because she is dominated by Alice but not Bob, since Eve offers better crime control than Bob. We call two alternatives formally uncomparable if neither dominates the other, as is the case for Alice
and Bob. The best candidate is a matter of personal choice.
A typical attraction effect experiment involves a decision task
with three alternatives, two that are formally uncomparable, and
one that is asymmetrically dominated. They are referred to as: the
decoy, the asymmetrically dominated alternative (Eve); the target,
the alternative that dominates the decoy (Alice); the competitor, the
alternative that does not dominate the decoy (Bob). This decision
task is typically compared with a task where the decoy is absent, i.e.
that involves only the two formally uncomparable alternatives.
The attraction effect is a cognitive bias where the addition of a
decoy (Eve) in a set of two formally uncomparable alternatives increases people’s preference for the target (Alice) [25, 27]. In experimental settings this preference switch is observed not for any single
individual but between groups, where a higher percentage of people
generally choose the target when the decoy is present. This switch
in preference is irrational because it violates a basic axiom of rational choice theory, the principle of regularity, according to which the
preference for an alternative cannot be increased by adding a new
alternative to the choice set [25]. Attraction effect experiments assume that decision makers behave rationally in all other respects,
and that they are able to perceive dominance relations. As a consequence, they are expected to never choose the decoy.
Later on, we will generalize the attraction effect to more than
three alternatives. For now, we discuss previous work on the attraction effect, which always involves two alternatives plus a decoy.
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2.2.2 Why does the Attraction Effect Occur?

3

Two types of explanatory theories have been offered for the attraction effect: strategic ones and perceptual ones [33].
Strategic Explanations: According to strategic theories, people
use the dominance over the decoy as a heuristic to simplify an otherwise difficult decision. Choosing the target is also easier to justify
to others [47] — in our example, someone who chooses Alice could
argue that she is at least better than Eve. Neuroimaging studies have
additionally shown that the presence of a decoy tends to reduce negative emotions associated with the decision task [21].
Perceptual Explanations: So-called “perceptual” theories assume
that the addition of a decoy changes how people perceive the relative importance of the attributes involved, giving more weight to
the attribute on which the target is strong [1, 22]. By analogy with
perceptual contrast effects (e.g., an object appears larger when surrounded by small objects), the target appears more attractive when
surrounded by unattractive alternatives [49]. In our example, if Eve
is present, crime control may appear more important as two candidates perform relatively well on this criterion. Since this is the
strength of Alice, it may raise her perceived value compared to Bob.
All explanations agree that for the attraction effect to occur, a perceptible dominance relation between the target and the decoy is key.

The purpose of this first experiment is to replicate the design of a
standard attraction effect experiment (two alternatives plus a decoy
presented in a numerical table), and then to test if the effect persists
when alternatives are shown using a scatterplot visualization.
Similar to Frederick et al. [17] who successfully replicated the attraction effect with tables but not with non-numerical formats, our
study was conducted using crowdsourcing. Crowdsourced experiments are now commonly used in information visualization [23], including in studies involving judgment and decision making [34, 29].
We used Crowdflower1 as the crowdsourcing platform.

2.2.3 Can the Attraction Effect Occur with Visualizations?
Studies suggest the attraction effect is quite general and robust, e.g.,
it occurs when people choose consumer products like beers, cars,
or films [25], when they gamble [54], select candidates to hire [24],
decide which suspect committed a crime [51], or vote [38]. Even
animals like hummingbirds [4], bees [45], and amoebae [31] appear
to be subject to the same bias when selecting their food.
The attraction effect has been observed under a variety of experimental conditions, the majority of which present decision tasks as
numerical tables. A few studies have shown that the effect generalizes to non-tabular representations, such as pictures of consumer
products [49], verbal instructions [44], and physical objects (i.e.,
people choosing between cash and a pen, or between tissues and
towels) [49]. Studies have further suggested that the effect occurs
when carrying out visual judgment tasks, such as finding the largest
rectangle [52] or finding similarities in circle and line pairs [10].
Nevertheless, several authors [17, 56] have recently argued that
the attraction effect only occurs when attributes are presented in
numerical format, and reported failures to replicate the previous
studies involving the representations mentioned above. Others subsequently questioned the validity of these replications [26, 48]. This
debate on whether the effect generalizes to non-numerical presentations opposes (i) numeric displays of quantitative information
with (ii) displays of qualitative information such as photos, verbal
descriptions, or physical objects. As most data visualizations are
pictorial displays of quantitative information, the debate does not
provide evidence on whether the effect occurs in visualizations.
Frederick et al. [17] however studied a gambling task with two or
three bets presented either as a table, or as a diagram. Each bet had
a prize in dollars and a probability to win. In the diagram condition,
the probability of each ticket was shown as a “probability wheel”
(analogous to a pie chart), and the prize was shown underneath, as
a number. When gambles were presented as numeric tables, the decoy nearly doubled the share of the target, but when pie charts were
used, the effect disappeared. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
study that comes closest to a test of the attraction effect on visualizations. Nevertheless the diagram design was very domain-specific,
and only one of the two attributes (probability, but not price) was
encoded visually. We address this by using 2D scatterplots.
Although why the attraction effect occurs is still not fully understood, the possibility that it persists in visualizations is consistent with both the strategic and the perceptual explanatory theories.
Both assume that the effect requires the ability to make attribute-toattribute comparisons and to recognize the dominance relation between target and decoy. If anything, visualizations could make these
tasks easier and could perhaps even amplify the effect.

G YM E XPERIMENT: TABLE /S CATTERPLOT, 3 C HOICES

3.1 Design Rationale
Although the attraction effect is thought to be robust, a replication
can fail if not enough attention is paid to the details of the experimental design [26, 48]. We therefore based our design choices on
lessons and recommendations from the attraction effect literature.

3.1.1 Scenario and Attribute Values
By scenario we refer to the semantic and narrative context of the
decision task. In our introduction example, alternatives are candidates, attributes are support for education and crime control, and
the decision consists of voting for a candidate.
Many different scenarios and attribute values have been employed since the original studies of the attraction effect [25, 27]. We
reasoned that a recent study is more likely to employ an optimal
design, since it has more accumulated knowledge to build on. We
therefore chose to replicate the scenario from the first experiment
of recent work by Malkoc et al. [33], that involved choosing a fitness
club (or gym), and found a clear attraction effect.
In Malkoc et al.’s study, each gym was defined by its variety and
its cleanliness, both rated from -10 to +10. A positive rating meant
better than average, and a negative rating meant worse. The study
investigated whether undesirable options (all negative ratings) eliminate the attraction effect. But as the effect was strong for their control condition (all positive ratings), we chose it for our replication.
The experiment employed four gyms g C , g V , g C∗ , g V∗ , where g C
was cleaner, g V had more variety, and g C∗ and g V∗ were slightly less
attractive than g C and g V respectively. The attribute values were
g C (variety = 1, cleanliness = 4), g V (4, 1), g C∗ (0, 4), and g V∗ (4, 0). Three
decision tasks were tested: {g C , g V } (no decoy), {g C , g V , g C∗ } (decoy
on g C ), and {g C , g V , g V∗ } (decoy on g V ). These attribute values however cause the data points g C∗ and g V∗ to overlap with scatterplot
axes, possibly creating visual anchoring effects that could affect participant responses. Since such effects were outside the scope of our
study, we incremented all values by one. Thus we used as attribute
values g C (2, 5), g V (5, 2), g C∗ (1, 5), and g V∗ (5, 1). These values preserve
all dominance and similarity relationships between alternatives.

3.1.2 Stimuli: Tables and Scatterplots
We used a numerical table as a control condition, to test our experiment design and compare our results with previous studies.
Figure 1a shows the 2×2 table representation for the decision task
{g C , g V }, and Figure 1b shows the 3×2 table for the decision task
{g C , g V , g V∗ }. Attributes were presented in rows and alternatives in
columns, as in Malkoc et al. [33]. Alternatives were labeled A, B or A,
B, C from left to right. The ordering of rows and columns in the table
will be discussed in the next subsection.
In the visualization condition, alternatives were conveyed with
scatterplots (see Figure 1c,d) and similarly labeled A, B or A, B, C
from left to right and from top to bottom.
There are four main reasons behind the choice of scatterplots
for the visualization condition. First, 2D scatterplots are a standard information visualization technique [16, 37]. Second, they are
suited for visualizing any tabular dataset with two quantitative dimensions, which captures the decision tasks used here and most decision tasks used in previous studies on the attraction effect. Third, a
1 http://www.crowdflower.com/
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a

b

c

d

Fig. 1: Examples of experimental stimuli for the table (a,b) and the
scatterplot (c,d) conditions. The left decision task (a,c) has no decoy,
while the right decision task (b,d) has a decoy on B.
scatterplot shows all data cases within the same frame of reference,
thus providing a rapid overview of all alternatives. A unified frame
of reference also likely supports comparisons better than side-byside views such as Frederick et al.’s [17] pie charts discussed in the
background section. In fact, scatterplots are used as figures in most
articles on the attraction effect for conveying the alternatives used
in the experiments [4, 20, 24, 25, 27, 31, 33, 36, 38, 40, 45, 47]. Finally,
scatterplots scale up to more than three items, which is an important requirement for our follow-up experiment.
The appearance of tables and scatterplots was kept as similar as
possible to avoid experimental confounds due to choices in visual
design. Both presentation formats took approximately the same
amount of screen real estate, and graphical attributes (colors, line
thickness and font sizes) were kept consistent. In both conditions,
participants indicated their choice through separate radio buttons.

3.1.3 Ordering of Alternatives and Attributes
Although Malkoc et al. [33] used a fixed order of presentation for
attributes and alternatives, the choice of ordering may affect participant responses, in particular in our experiment where different
presentation formats are used. For example, participants may give
more weight to variety if it is shown first on a table, but on a scatterplot, it is not clear whether the choice of horizontal vs. vertical
axis would have a similar effect. In addition, alternatives can be presented in any order within a table, while on a scatterplot the way
alternatives are laid out is dictated by attribute values.
To balance out any possible order effect, we thus randomized the
order of presentation of attributes and alternatives across participants. In the scatterplot condition, axes can be flipped, leading to
2 different attribute orderings (variety on x and cleanliness on y,
or vice versa). In a 2×2 table, there are 2 ways to order rows and
2 ways to order columns, yielding 4 different tables. Similarly, a 2×3
table can be presented in 12 different ways. Since the decoy is typically placed next to the target in attraction effect experiments (e.g.,
[17, 20, 21, 22]), we removed cases where the target was not next to
the decoy (4 tables out of 12). Since the decoy cannot appear between the target and the competitor in the scatterplot, we also removed cases where the decoy was in the middle (4 tables out of 12).
In summary, we used 4 different table stimuli and 2 different scatterplot stimuli for each of the three decision tasks {g C , g V }, {g C , g V , g C∗ }
and {g C , g V , g V∗ }, for a total of 18 different experimental stimuli.

3.1.4 Crowdsource Quality Control
Quality control is important in any crowdsource experiment [23],
and in attraction effect studies in particular [48]. Quality was ensured by recruiting highly-rated crowdsource contributors (level 3
on the Crowdflower platform), by including test questions, and by

devising a job assessment scheme prior to running the experiment.
Four criteria were used for job assessment:
Completion time. A job completion time of less than 1 minute
or more than 30 minutes was considered abnormal. Our pilots indicated an average task completion time of 6 minutes.
Justification. Participants had to provide a textual justification
for their choice. Justifications were classified by one investigator as
either proper or improper, depending on whether it made a reference – direct or indirect – to either cleanliness or variety. Participants were informed in advance that they would have to justify their
choice, as this has been linked to a stronger attraction effect [47].
Prior preferences. After the experimental task, participants were
asked if they suffered from an abnormal fear of dirt (or bacteriophobia), with “no”, “yes”, or “unsure” as answers. This identified participants with a strong prior preference for cleanliness, as strong prior
preferences are known to reduce the effect [36, 41].
Table and scatterplot tests. After carrying out the task, participants were subjected to two screening tests: a numerical table test,
and a scatterplot test, irrespective of the condition they saw. Both
tests involved choosing between three laptops based on their RAM
and CPU, with one laptop clearly dominating the other two (i.e., had
both higher RAM and higher CPU). The tests were designed to be
trivial, with a single correct answer, using a presentation format similar to the experimental task (see Figure 1). The purpose of the table
test was to screen for contributors who did not pay attention to the
tasks. The purpose of the scatterplot test was to control for visualization literacy [8], and make sure that participants were able to read
scatterplots and to perceive dominance relations [26].
We classified jobs in three categories: the Red, where the job is
rejected (and the contributor not paid); the Orange, where the job
is accepted but the data discarded from our analysis; and the Green,
where the job is accepted and the data kept in our analysis. Due to
limitations in the Crowdflower platform we had to pay all contributors, but we report here on the three categories nonetheless.
A total of 437 jobs were submitted, after removing invalid completion codes and duplicate worker IDs. A job was marked Red if: the
completion time was abnormal (1 % of all submitted jobs), the gym
choice was not properly justified (14%), or the contributor failed
the table test (12%). A job was marked Orange if: the response to
the bacteriophobia question was “yes” (12% of all submitted jobs),
or the contributor failed the scatterplot test (13%). In total, 16% of
all submitted jobs were marked Red and 14% were marked Orange.
These jobs were discarded from all our analyses.

3.2 Experiment Design
The experiment followed a 3×2 between-subjects design. The first
independent variable was the decision task, which involved three
different datasets: {g C , g V }, referred to as the no decoy condition;
{g C , g V , g C∗ }, referred to as decoy on cleanliness; and {g C , g V , g V∗ }, referred to as decoy on variety. The second independent variable was
the presentation format, with two conditions: table and scatterplot.

3.2.1 Procedure
We conducted a first pilot study to ensure the clarity of the instructions, and we then uploaded the experiment as a Crowdflower job.
Participants had to open an external 8-page Web form. They
were told they would have to choose a fitness club based on two
attributes: variety of the machines and cleanliness of the club. They
had to assume that they had done some preliminary research, and
had narrowed down their choices to two (in the no-decoy condition)
or three (in the decoy conditions) clubs. They were then shown the
gyms as a table or a scatterplot (Figure 1) and asked to choose one.
Once finished, participants rated their confidence on a 7-point
scale and provided an open text justification for their choice. They
also rated their enthusiasm towards fitness clubs on a 7-point scale
and reported on whether they suffered from bacteriophobia. Finally, they were given the table and scatterplot tests (Section 3.1.4),
and filled a short questionnaire with demographic information.
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TABLE

cleanliness

PLOT

Gyms

3.2.2 Participants

Education
F

No schooling completed, or less than 1 year

M

Nursery, kindergarten, and elementary (grades 1-8)

Malkoc
‘13

Some college (1-4 years, no degree)

< 25

Associate’s degree (occupational & academic)

25-34

Bachelor’s degree (BA, BS, AB, etc)

35-44

Master’s degree (MA, MS, MENG, MSW, etc)

45-54

Professional school degree (MD, DDC, JD, etc)

> 54

Bets 73 participants

Gyms Bets

Doctorate degree (PhD, EdD, etc)

Gyms Bets

Fig. 2: Participant demographics for both experiments.

Gyms

PLOT
PLOT

High school graduate (or equivalent)

52%
45%

55%

decoy

74%

26%

decoy

52%

48%

prize
decoy

83%

17%

decoy

67%

33%

Simple attraction effect
Combined effect

Decoy position

High school (grades 9-12, no degree)

Age

37%

decoy

48%

Fig. 3: Proportions of participant choices in both experiments.

Some high school, no diploma

Gyms 305 participants

31%

decoy

63%

Bets

Cleanliness
Variety
Combined

No effect

Gender

Bets

TABLE

Location

variety
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Our population sample consisted of 305 crowdsource contributors
who submitted valid responses, i.e., jobs classified as Green (Section 3.1.4). Job assignments were left on the crowdsourcing server
until the planned sample size of n=50 per condition was approximately reached. We obtained n=54, 51, 50 for the table decision
tasks, and n=47, 53, 50 for the scatterplot tasks.
A summary of our participants’ self-reported demographics is
shown in Figure 2 (map and bar charts labeled “Gyms”). As can be
seen, participants tended to be educated young male adults.

PLOT

At the end of the experiment, participants copied the provided
completion code and pasted it in the crowdflower platform to receive payment. The entire job took on average 6 minutes to complete, and participants were paid $0.60 upon completion.

Cleanliness
Variety
Combined
Cleanliness
Variety
Combined
Combined
−20%

0%

20%

40%

60%

Fig. 4: Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals for the attraction effects in Malkoc et al. [33], and in our two experiments.

3.2.3 Hypotheses

We analyze, report and interpret all our inferential statistics using
interval estimation [15]. The experimental stimuli, data and analysis
scripts are available at http://www.aviz.fr/decoy.

statistics, while error bars are 95% confidence intervals indicating
the range of plausible population effects [12]. Confidence intervals
were computed using score intervals for difference of proportions
and independent samples.
Figure 4 shows that the unexpected reversal observed in the table × decoy on cleanliness is too unreliable for any conclusion to be
drawn. The same is true for the small effect found for scatterplot ×
decoy on variety. However, we have good evidence for an attraction
effect in the other two conditions. The magnitude of the effect is
comparable to Malkoc et al. [33], shown on the top of Figure 4.
Thus, our results partially confirm H1 and H2, but are less “clean”
than in Malkoc et al.’s [33] original study.

3.3.1 Planned Analyses

3.3.2 Additional Analyses

All analyses reported in this section were planned before data was
collected. One planned analysis (an analysis of differences between
attraction effects) was not conducted because it required equal sample sizes across all conditions.
Only one participant out of 306 chose a decoy, which is low compared to previous studies, where decoy selection rates can be as
high as 13% [17]. This shows that participants carried out the tasks
seriously and could perceive dominance relationships. The decoy
choice is removed from the rest of this analysis.
Participant choices are shown in the top of Figure 3 marked
"Gyms" ("Bets" refers to our second experiment) .The top three bars
are for the table format, in the conditions no decoy, decoy on cleanliness and decoy on variety. Adding a decoy is expected to increase
the proportion of choices of the target, in the direction indicated by
the arrow. This was indeed the case for the decoy on variety condition (a 20% increase), but not for decoy on cleanliness (a 6% decrease). The next three bars refer to the scatterplot format. Here the
expected increase was observed for both decoy on cleanliness (a 18%
increase) and decoy on variety (a 3% increase). We now turn to inferential statistics to determine to what extent these effects are reliable.
The previously reported effects are shown in Figure 4 — the four
black dots under the category “Gyms”. Effects are expressed in percentage points, where a positive value (i.e., to the right of the vertical dashed line) indicates an attraction effect. Dots are sample

Participants reported similar confidence in their answers across all
conditions (Figure 5). They were overall highly confident, with a
mean rating of 5.9 to 6.1 on a 7-point Likert scale, depending on
the condition. Participants’ reported familiarity with fitness clubs
varied, but they were overall rather familiar (Figure 5).
We computed combined attraction effects, shown as purple dots
and error bars in Figure 4. A combined attraction effect is the sum of
the attraction effects obtained in both decoy conditions, or equivalently, the difference in choice proportions between these two conditions (i.e., the differences between the bars marked “decoy” in
Figure 3). This combined measure generally yields more statistical power and facilitates comparisons of results since some experiments (e.g., [54] and our next experiment) do not include a no-decoy
condition and thus only report combined attraction effects.
The two purple error bars in Figure 4-Gyms show that the data
overall speaks in favour of an attraction effect, both for the table
and the scatterplot. To better quantify the strength of evidence, we
conducted a Bayesian analysis using the Jeffreys prior for proportions [7]. Ignoring previous studies and considering our data only,
the presence of a combined attraction effect in the table condition is
34 times more likely than a practically null effect (set to ±1%), and 11
times more likely than a “repulsion” effect. In the scatterplot, a combined attraction effect is 150 times more likely than a practically null
effect, and 66 times more likely than a repulsion effect.

Our statistical hypotheses were:
H1 A larger proportion of participants will choose the target in the
table × decoy on cleanliness and the table × decoy on variety conditions than in the table × no decoy condition.
H2 A larger proportion will choose the target in the scatterplot ×
decoy on cleanliness and the scatterplot × decoy on variety conditions than in the scatterplot × no decoy condition.

3.3 Results
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Fig. 5: Self-reported confidence and familiarity in both experiments.

3.3.3 Discussion
We found evidence for an attraction effect on table for the decoy
on variety condition, but not for the decoy on cleanliness condition,
where the effect may be smaller or even possibly negative (see Figure 4). We do not have an explanation for this asymmetry, but the
wide confidence intervals and their large overlap suggests that the
difference may be due to a large extent to statistical noise [12].
Based on the combined attraction effect which is a more holistic
measure with more statistical power, we replicated the attraction effect on tables (H1) but the results are less strong than in the initial
study [33] (i.e., about half of the original study, as shown by the purple CIs in Figure 4). It is common for a replication to yield smaller
effect sizes [39], but the differences in results could also be due to
modifications we made to the original experiment design.
We produced four different stimuli for each decision task in order
to eliminate possible presentation order effects for alternatives and
attributes, whereas Malkoc et al. [33] used a unique table. The use of
different stimuli could have yielded a higher variability in responses.
Our study was also a crowdsource experiment, whereas Malkoc
et al. conducted theirs with students in a lab, where participants are
less diverse and generally more focused [34]. Perhaps the feeling of
being evaluated was also stronger for students, which we know can
amplify the attraction effect [47]. Our rejection criteria (e.g., textual
justification for the answer, table and scatterplot test, attention test)
could have also filtered subsets of the population that are more vulnerable to the effect. Finally, our participants were on average rather
familiar with gyms (Figure 5), and 11% were unsure if they suffered
from bacteriophobia, and we know that familiarity with the subject
matter and strong prior preferences can reduce the effect [36, 41].
Malkoc et al. [33] do not report on familiarity and prior preferences.
Despite mixed results for the table condition, we obtained good
evidence for an attraction effect in the scatterplot condition. There
still appears to be an asymmetry between the two decoy conditions
(this time, in the opposite direction), but CIs show no evidence for a
difference. The combined attraction effect provides compelling evidence that the attraction effect can generalize to scatterplots (H2).
This observed shift in preference after adding an irrelevant option to
a two-point scatterplot gives credence to the idea that people may
make irrational decisions even when they use visualizations as decision making aids. Thus we decided to explore the effect further,
using scatterplots with larger sets of alternatives.

4

E XTENDING THE ATTRACTION E FFECT

Our gym experiment confirmed that the attraction effect can extend to scatterplot formats. However, we have so far only considered
three data points, which does not capture most real-word decision
tasks where visualizations would be used.
Previous work has focused on only three alternatives because in
numeric tables, it is hard to perform rapid attribute-to-attribute
comparisons and recognize dominance relationships between
many points. Bettman et al. [6] point out that the attraction effect
requires asymmetric dominance relationships to be “perceptual in
nature” and “easy to access”. They expect that the bias will be eliminated with multiple alternatives, as the number of pairwise comparisons increases and these relationships become harder to understand. This may be true for numerical tables, but not necessarily
for visualizations such as scatterplots, that are designed to aid viewers read and understand complex data, and support comparison of
many data points at once [37]. It is thus plausible that visualizations
of many alternatives can also elicit attraction effects.

4.1 Ways of Adding More Alternatives
There are three ways the classical attraction effect procedure can be
extended to include more than three alternatives:
1. By adding more non-dominated options. In our introduction example, the only non-dominated alternatives were Bob and Alice. We could add more candidates that neither dominate nor are
dominated by Bob and Alice. The set of formally uncomparable
or non-dominated alternatives is also called the Pareto front.
2. By adding more decoys. In our example the only decoy is Eve. We
could however add more decoys similar to Eve.
3. By adding “distractors”, i.e., irrelevant options that play neither
the role of target, of competitor, or of decoy. An example would
be a dominated candidate that appears both in the baseline condition and in the decoy condition.
The first approach is problematic in at least two respects. One is
that since it breaks the dichotomy between target and competitor, it
would require a major change in the way the attraction effect is measured in experiments. A second problem is that it would cause the
attraction effect to interfere with other cognitive biases. For example, the compromise effect is a bias by which if presented with several
formally uncomparable alternatives, people tend to avoid extremes
and choose options in the middle [47]. Even though it could be informative to study how the two effects may combine, we decided
here to focus on the attraction effect only.
Adding an arbitrary number of distractors (option 3) is however
possible. With many distractors a single decoy is unlikely to produce
a measurable effect, but more decoys can be added (option 2). The
Pareto front however still needs to consist of only two alternatives –
a target and a competitor. We present an extension of the attraction
effect procedure using this approach.

4.2 Extended Procedure
T0

A

TA

Decoy
Decoy

B

A

RA
RAB

B

TB

RB

A
B

Decoy
Decoy

Fig. 6: A baseline decision task T0 and two possible test decision
tasks: T A , where A is the target, and TB , where B is the target.
The procedure consists of starting with a baseline decision task
T0 (see middle of Figure 6 for an example). This baseline decision
task has two non-dominated alternatives, A and B . All other alternatives are dominated by A and/or B , and are called distractors.
For convenience, we divide the space of all possible alternatives
into three dominance regions, shown in Figure 6. If d A is the region
dominated by A (blue hatches in the Figure) and d B is the region
dominated by B (red hatches), then R A = d A \d B (region dominated
by A but not by B), R B = d B \ d A (region dominated by B but not by
A), and R AB = d A ∩d B (region dominated by both). In the figure, the
baseline decision task contains two distractors per region.
From the baseline decision task one can derive two types of test
decision tasks, labeled T A and TB in the figure. The decision task
T A is created by adding extra alternatives to the region R A . Thus
T A only differs from T0 in that it contains more alternatives that are
dominated by A but not by B (twice as many, in this example). These
extra asymmetrically dominated alternatives are referred to as decoys, while A is called the target and B the competitor. Similarly,
the task TB is created by adding extra decoys to the region R B , and
this time B is the target and A is the competitor.
In case no distractor is included in T0 and a single decoy is added
to T A and to TB , we obtain a classical attraction effect experiment.
Thus our new definitions for decoy, target and competitor are consistent with the definitions from Section 2.2.1 and generalize them
to more complex cases. However, decoys, targets and competitors
are always defined with respect to a baseline decision task.
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5

C

B ET E XPERIMENT: S CATTERPLOT, M ANY C HOICES

We expand our study of the attraction effect to situations where participants are presented with scatterplots with multiple alternatives.
We conducted another experiment prior to the one reported here,
with a different design and inconclusive results. This inconclusive
experiment is reported in a separate research report [14].

target
decoy
competitor
distractor

C
A

A

AC decision task

CA decision task

5.1 Design Rationale
Here we describe and motivate the design of this new experiment,
highlighting the differences with the first (gym) experiment.

5.1.1 Replicated Study
Most attraction effect studies (including our previous experiment)
follow a between-subjects design. However, these designs typically
suffer from low statistical power. The width of confidence intervals
in our gym experiment indicates this was the case there.
We therefore decided to adopt a within-subjects design.
Wedell [54] was able to measure a clear attraction effect with numerical tables using a within-subjects procedure, where participants
were given multiple decision tasks. He further tried to increase statistical power by i) excluding no-decoy conditions and only measuring the combined decoy effect, and ii) choosing a scenario with
which people were less familiar in an attempt to amplify the effect [36, 41]. We therefore decided to replicate Wedell’s design.

5.1.2 Scenario and Attribute Values
Wedell’s scenario involved choosing among three lottery tickets,
each defined by two attributes: the probability of winning (probability), and the amount that can be won (prize). Participants were
presented with twenty decision tasks in sequence. Each time, three
lottery tickets were presented and participants had to choose one.
Wedell thought that the abstract nature of the task and of the attributes would reduce possible carry-over effects, such as participants building up strategies based on past choices.
Table 2: The non-dominated alternatives used in our tasks.
probability
prize

A
0.83
$12

B
0.67
$15

C
0.5
$20

D
0.4
$25

E
0.3
$33

(F)
0.25
$40

The non-dominated alternatives (targets and competitors) used
in all Wedell’s tasks were taken from a pool of five alternatives (A to
E in Table 2). All had the same expected value of ∼$10. Thus, though
a rational decision maker would only need to compare alternatives
along a single dimension (expected value), the decision tasks had
the same dominance structure as tasks involving two independent
attributes such as in the previous gym experiment.
For each possible pair of alternatives in (A,B ,C ,D,E ) Wedell generated two decision tasks, one with a decoy on probability, and one
with a decoy on prize. We use the notation X Y to refer to a task
where X is the target and Y is the competitor, and refer to the two
decision tasks X Y and Y X as matched. For example, the pair of alternatives (A,C ) yields the two matched tasks AC (where the decoy
is on A) and C A (where the decoy is on C ). Wedell’s design resulted
in 10 pairs of matched decisions tasks (20 tasks in total).
Although we planned to reuse the same targets and competitors,
it appeared that the distance between the target and the competitor was visually very small in some scatterplots compared to others. Thus we added an alternative with the same expected value
(F in Table 2) and excluded all tasks that involved adjacent target/competitor pairs (e.g., AB , or DE ). This new design also resulted
in 10 pairs of matched decisions tasks, and 20 tasks in total.

5.1.3 Adding Distractors and Decoys
While Wedell only added one decoy to each of the decision tasks,
our goal was to present many alternatives as explained in the previous section. For each pair of matched decision tasks, the procedure
consisted of two steps. We explain the procedure for AC and C A (see
results in Figure 7), but it is the same for all other pairs:

Fig. 7: Experimental stimuli for the two matched decision tasks AC
and C A (black-and-white background images), and explanatory annotations (box overlays). See Section 4.2 for the full details.
Step 1. A baseline decision task analogous to T0 in Figure 6 was
created by adding distractors dominated by A and/or C . One or two
distractors (number randomly drawn) were added in each of the regions R A , RC and R AC , following a uniform spatial distribution.
Step 2. Two separate decision tasks AC and C A were then created by adding decoys as shown in Figure 6. For the task AC (decoys on A), 10 to 20 decoys (number randomly drawn) were added
to the region R A following a bivariate half-normal probability distribution. On each axis, the mode of the half-normal was A’s value on
this axis, and the mean was this value multiplied by 0.7. The use of
half-normals yielded decoys that tend to cluster near A, but whose
density smoothly decreases with distance to A for a more natural
look. The same was done for the decision task C A.
In both steps, overlaps were eliminated by i) defining overlap between two alternatives as a distance less than 0.025 in normalized
coordinates (prize divided by 40, probability left unchanged) and ii)
whenever a new alternative is randomly drawn, iterating until there
is no overlap. The reason why the number of alternatives to draw
was randomized (i.e., 1–2 for each region in Step 1 and 10–20 in Step
2) was to create more variation across scatterplots and make it more
difficult for participants to infer patterns in the experiment.

5.1.4 Ordering of Decision Tasks
Our presentation order for the 20 decision tasks was inspired from
Wedell [54], but modified to account for our different set of tasks and
for the fact that we present each task on a separate Web page, while
Wedell used a four-page paper-and-pencil test.
We created a task ordering such that i) a decision task and its
matched task (e.g., AC and C A) are always at least 5 pages apart;
and ii) the role of an alternative alternates over time. For example, if
D appears as a target in a task, it will be a competitor the next time
it appears. To reduce further possible ordering effects, we created a
second ordering where each task is replaced with its matched task.
Participants were randomly assigned to each ordering.
To make it more difficult for participants to infer patterns in the
sequence of decision tasks, we additionally inserted seven irrelevant
decision tasks at various positions, which were not used in our analyses. These tasks differed in that they had either one or three nondominated alternatives (instead of two), and they did not exhibit an
imbalance in the number of asymmetrically dominated alternatives.

5.1.5 Stimuli: Interactive Scatterplots
In this experiment, we added minimal interaction to the scatterplot visualizations. In the first experiment, the scatterplots were
static and each data point was labeled with a letter (Figure 1), so
that participants could specify their choice through separate radio
buttons. As we are now dealing with more data points, labels were
removed to prevent clutter (Figure 7), and participants were asked
to specify their choice by selecting the data point. Points were highlighted when hovered. Hovering a point also displayed horizontal
and vertical projection lines, and the data point’s X and Y values
were overlaid on the axes. Such interactions help examine the data
and are not uncommon in scatterplot visualizations. After a point
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was clicked, its color changed and the participant was asked to confirm her choice by clicking on a button at the bottom of the page.
We added a short flicker during task transitions in order to elicit
change blindness and prevent participants from easily detecting
similarities and differences between two successive scatterplots.

“virtual dollars” and USD. After the experiment was over, we determined each lottery bonus by i) running Bernouilli random draws to
determine the winning status of each chosen ticket, ii) summing up
the prizes of winning tickets iii) multiplying by the conversion rate.

5.1.6 Crowdsource Quality Control

Our participants were 73 crowdflower contributors whose job was
marked Green. Their demographics, shown in Figure 2, were similar
to the first experiment.

5.2 Experiment Design
The design consisted of two within-subjects factors: task pair (10
pairs of matched tasks), and decoy position (on probability or prize).

5.2.1 Procedure
We first briefed our crowdsource contributors that they will have
to choose lottery tickets and will receive a bonus for each winning
ticket, for a total of $0.60 on average. They then opened an external
link to the 10-page tutorial. Contributors who chose a valid ticket
on the test were told that the ticket won, and that they would get a
$0.10 bonus for the ticket if they proceed and complete the job.
Participants then opened a second external link to the main
study, a 31-page form, where they saw the twenty decision tasks,
mixed with the seven distractor tasks. After completing all decision tasks, participants rated their overall confidence, their perceived difficulty of the job, their familiarity with gambling games,
and whether they knew of the notion of “expected value” in probability. They then filled a short demographic questionnaire.
Finally, participants were presented again with one of the study’s
scatterplots with the target and competitor labeled A and B, and
were asked whether the higher number of tickets near A affected
their choices, why they thought there were more tickets, and
whether they had this explanation in mind during the study.
All participants received a baseline payment of $0.20, while Orange and Green received a bonus of $0.10 plus a lottery bonus. The
expected lottery bonus was $0.50 if no dominated alternative was
chosen, based on a conversion rate of 0.0025 between the scenario’s

5.2.3 Hypotheses
Our statistical hypothesis was H3: the mean attraction score (as defined in the next section) will be strictly positive.

5.3 Results
One planned analysis for assessing the consistency of participants’
responses within matched tasks is not reported for space reasons.
We report on all other planned analyses.

5.3.1 Planned Analyses
We first report descriptive statistics of participant choices in a similar way to Wedell [54]. We recorded a total of 1460 choices (73 participants × 20 decision tasks). We pair choices according to matched
tasks (e.g., tasks AC and C A in Figure 7), yielding 73 × 10 = 730
choice pairs. Of all these choice pairs, only 24 (3.3%) included a
dominated alternative. Wedell reports similar results (2%), even
though his tasks only involved a single dominated alternative.
Decoys on prob
chose
prob

chose
prize

total

chose
prob

54%

6%

60%

chose
prize

21%

20%

40%

total

75%

25%

100%

Bets

Decoys on prize

Wedell ‘91

Decoys on prize

We made two major modifications to the previous procedure: i) we
added a preliminary tutorial, ii) we used a real decision making task
where choices affected subsequent monetary gains.
The tutorial simultaneously explained the scenario (the lottery
tickets, and what their probability and prize meant), and how to
read scatterplots. Although Wedell [54] did not provide similar training, crowdsource contributors do not necessarily have the same
qualifications as university students, and the notion of probability
in particular is known to be challenging [34]. In order to prime participants to use their intuition rather than doing calculations, probability was explained qualitatively rather than quantitatively.
After the tutorial, participants were given a test question consisting of choosing one among 13 lottery tickets presented as a scatterplot. Three tickets were non-dominated (and thus formally uncomparable), and the remaining 10 were considered wrong answers.
In order to better approximate real-life decisions and motivate
our participants, we informed them that a computer will run the lottery after the experiment is completed, and for every winning ticket
they picked, they will be payed a bonus proportional to the ticket’s
prize. The use of a real decision task with consequences is common
in behavioral economics and is occasionally used when studying the
attraction effect (e.g., choosing between objects or money [49]).
Similarly to our previous experiment, we defined our rejection
criteria in advance and categorized jobs as Red (rejected and not
payed), Orange (payed but not analyzed) and Green (analyzed).
A total of 120 jobs were submitted with a valid completion code.
A job was marked as Red (12%) if its completion time was abnormal
(0.8%), if the contributor failed the tutorial test (11%), or if during
the experimental trials, the contributor selected a dominated option more than half of the time (12%). A job was marked as Orange
(27%) if the contributor always chose the highest probability (27%)
or the highest prize (0%). These contributors had a too strong prior
preference (in this case, risk aversion) to be sensitive to the attraction effect. The remaining 61% (N =73) were marked as Green.

5.2.2 Participants

Decoys on prob
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prob

chose
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total

chose
prob

59%

8%

67%

chose
prize

23%

10%

33%

total

82%

18%

100%

Fig. 8: Contingency tables showing choice pairs for all matched tasks
Figure 8 (right) summarizes the remaining 706 choice pairs as a
contingency table, shown next to Wedell’s (on the left). Choice pairs
fall into four categories. One is choosing the ticket with highest
probability in both tasks (i.e., ticket A in Figure 7). This represents
59% of all choice pairs, and is reported in the top-left cell in Figure 8.
A second possibility is choosing the ticket with highest prize twice,
which represents 10% of all cases. The remaining two possibilities,
shown in bold cells, consist in always choosing the target (23%), or
always choosing the competitor (8%).
The patterns in our contingency table follow Wedell’s closely [54]:
participants favoured higher probability overall (reflecting again
risk aversion), but when their choice was inconsistent across two
matched tasks, they chose the targets more often than they chose
the competitors. We now turn to inferential statistics.
Similarly to Wedell, we used as dependent variable an attraction
score, calculated on a per-participant basis as follows. Each of the 20
decision tasks was assigned a score of 1 when the ticket with highest probability was chosen, a score of 0 when the ticket with highest prize was chosen, and a score of 0.5 when another (dominated)
ticket was chosen. Then, we averaged all scores for the 10 decision tasks where the decoys were on probability (yielding a score
S prob ) and did the same for the 10 tasks where the decoys were on
prize (yielding a score S prize ). The difference between the two scores
S = S prob − S prize was the attraction score.
A participant who is not subject to the attraction effect should
exhibit the same preference for high probability irrespective of the
position of the decoys, thus her attraction score should be close to
zero. We multiplied the attraction score by 100 to obtain a percentage analogous to the combined decoy effect reported in the gym experiment. The difference here is that the percent difference is com-
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puted within-subjects instead of between-subjects, and it incorporates choices of dominated options as “neutral” observations.
The mean attraction score was 15%, with a 95% bootstrap confidence interval of [10%, 22%] (see Figure 4). Thus we have very solid
evidence for H3, even if the effect is smaller than in Malkoc’s gym
study [33]. We cannot directly compare our effects with Wedell’s [54]
due to the use of different statistical methods, but Figure 8 suggests
the effect sizes are comparable.

5.3.2 Additional Analyses
As shown in Figure 5, participants reported various levels of familiarity with gambling and were confident in their choice overall, although slightly less than in the gym experiment. Data on participants’ knowledge of expected values was missing due to a bug.
Concerning the final questionnaire on how participants interpreted the presence of decoys (see Section 5.2.1), 8 participants reported not being able to see the scatterplot image, leaving data from
65 participants. When asked whether the uneven distribution of
tickets affected their choices, 41% replied “never” or “rarely”, 46%
replied “sometimes”, 12% replied “often”, and none replied “always”.
When asked why they thought there were more tickets in one region than the other, most (86%) gave responses that were irrelevant or unintelligible based on an informal content analysis of open
text responses. Out of the 9 remaining responses, 5 referred to a
strategy employed by the lottery organizer (e.g., “To tempt people to
choose tickets of high prize but with low probability, increasing the
profitability of lottery owner”; “To distract from choosing the higher
chances of winning”), and 4 referred to tickets as past choices from
other players (e.g., “Customers want to win a higher prize”; “Maybe
more people played the same”). Only 4 participants (quoted here) reported that they had their explanation in mind while performing the
task, while the other 5 reported that it was prompted by our question. Thus there is little evidence that participants’ preference for
the target was motivated by deliberate, reasoned strategies.

6

G ENERAL D ISCUSION AND C ONCLUSIONS

Taken together, our two experiments suggest that the attraction effect generalizes to data visualizations. While the first experiment focuses on a traditional procedure with only two or three alternatives,
the second experiment shows that the effect can persist with more
alternatives. Bettman et al [6] expected that the effect would disappear as more alternatives are added, since pairwise comparisons
and dominance recognition becomes hard if numerical tables are
used. Our findings suggest that this may not be the case when using visualizations, as visualizations such as scatterplots support fast
comparisons and dominance recognition. Overall, our study indicates that when people visualize choice alternatives using scatterplots, the number and position of irrelevant (dominated) alternatives may influence their choice. This shift in preferences violates
basic axioms of rational choice theory [25]. In addition to being
the first infovis study on the attraction effect, our work contributes
to the ongoing debate in decision-making research on whether the
effect generalizes to non-numerical formats [17, 26, 48, 56].

6.1 Implications for Design
On a general level, our study indicates that cognitive biases can affect decisions even if the data is well visualized and fully understood,
thus traditional visualization design rules may not apply when the
goal is to support decision making. This article has not considered
debiasing techniques for the attraction effect, but a simple way to
eliminate the bias would be to only show the Pareto front, i.e, to
hide all dominated options. However, this approach assumes that
the system has full knowledge of the user’s choice criteria, which
may not be the case in practice. In addition, dominated options
can help understand dataset trends, and may in some cases provide
useful context when making decisons. Thus, debiasing techniques
should only be available as options, and activated on demand. Alternatively, one could consider techniques such as de-emphasizing
dominated options or highlighting the Pareto front, but the effectiveness of such techniques remains to be experimentally tested.

6.2 Limitations
There are several potential limitations to our study. One stems from
a general criticism of cognitive bias research, namely, that heuristics
that appear irrational may not be so upon deeper examination [18].
Concerning the attraction effect, the way dominated alternatives are
distributed could in some cases provide relevant information. For
example, a real estate investor may infer from a region with many
dominated alternatives that a certain type of house is more common, and therefore represents a larger market. At the same time,
situations also exist where the number and position of dominated
alternatives is clearly irrelevant and where a preference for the target would be irrational. This was the case for our experiment involving real bets, and our data does indicate that the vast majority of our
participants were unable to rationalize their choices based on where
the dominated alternatives were located.
Although we have observed attraction effects, we did not investigate why they occur. In particular, we do not know how much of
the effect has cognitive vs. perceptual causes. Since in the bet experiment regions with many decoys were visually more salient, it is
possible that they drew participants’ attention towards the target, or
similarly, that participants sometimes failed to see the competitor
because it was an isolated point. This possibility does not invalidate
the existence of an attraction effect (as defined in Sections 2.2.1 and
4.2), but it does raise the possibility that part of the effect with scatterplots (but not with numerical tables) has perceptual origins.
Finally, we tested very specific datasets, i.e., syntheticallygenerated datasets with only two non-dominated options and a
large number of decoys. More realistic datasets need to be tested,
although our inconclusive results with real datasets suggest that the
effects may be small and hard to measure [14].

6.3 Future work
While our work is a first step in investigating the attraction effect in
visualizations, much more work is needed. More realistic datasets
and decision making situations remain to be tested. We also focused on scatterplots, but clearly other commonly used visualizations need to be evaluated to assess whether the effect persists
across visual encodings. Other cognitive biases [19] remain to be
studied, both in isolation (as we did here), and in combination. How
cognitive biases interact with visual perception is also an important
and difficult question that has remained largely unexplored.
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